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‘’ Education
must not
simply teach
work.
It must
teach life.”

INTRODUCTION
Greetings dear Team,
It brings us great joy and gratitude to see a
vision that was born over 8 years ago finally
coming to completion.
Through this we clearly see the faithfulness
of God and His mighty hand through the
years.
We are glad to share with you the official
name of the institution which is “Fursa
Training Institute”. Fursa is a Swahili word
that means “opportunity.”
This best describes our desire which is to
give an opportunity for computer training
for young people in our region.
We are extremely excited and we know
that you are too. Please see the progress so
far in the following pages.
P.s We took in some of our young people to
help in some works and labor.

‘’God will
always
finish
what He
started.”
Philipper 1:6

i.

Tiling and Paint Works

Purchase, laying and fitting of floor tiles and painting was
successfully done in all classrooms and the corridor.

ii. White Boards.
Classroom whiteboards were purchased, delivered
and installed successfully.

iii. Internet Connectivity
Unfortunately, Safaricom (The top service provider in Kenya) is yet to
reach our region meaning we had to source for a different provider. We
managed to find a provider even though we have to use a point-to-point
antenna, dig a channel (all done by some of our youth members) and pull a
cat6 ethernet cable into the building. We now have running internet in the
building.

PHASE 5
Phase 5 which is the final phase before we officially begin our classes involves
the following:
1. Purchase of furniture i.e Table and chairs.
2. Purchase of learning equipment i.e. Computers, networking equipment, a
projector and accessories.
3. Registration fees.
The below pictures give an impression of our desired table and seats.

‘’Asante sana
Rafiki.
Wewe ni wa
Baraka”

CONCLUSION
The above statement is a Swahili sentence that means “Thank you
very much dear Friend, you are a great blessing to us.”
That is our truth today as we look back from when we began. Thank
you for your unrelenting support, may God bless you abundantly.
We are now looking forward to phase five, which is the final phase in
building and materials after which we can officially begin our classes.

With Love,
Martin and Jesse.

